
Import competition, the need to lift productivity and deregulation require farmers to become more competitive to ensure that they

get the best returns from their produce. Processors, wholesalers and retailers will seek to drive hard bargains. In a market where

margins are fine, farmers should protect themselves by negotiating unambiguous terms of trade. At the same time they need to

know how to utilise their rights and also understand their obligations under the Trade Practices Act.

Negotiation can be difficult when there's only one business in the region that can process your

produce and that of other growers. However, the Trade Practices Act says that you can't get

together and agree on a price unless the ACCC has assessed the proposal and found that there is

significant public benefit. The ACCC can then grant authorisation for the conduct usually only for

a limited time. This happened in the dairy industry after deregulation when farmers needed

some time to adjust to the new way of doing business.

Producers and processors may seek agreement on fair terms of trade, appropriate standards

for produce and how to resolve disputes. This can result in a code of conduct or agreed

quality standards. These could apply industry wide or just between one processor and a

group of growers in a particular region. If the agreed outcome has the potential to restrict

competition it may still need authorisation by the ACCC. Your industry association may be

able to negotiate this type of option.

The wholesale market on the other hand has many wholesalers competing to get the

best quality produce from the best farmers. Anecdotal evidence suggests that farmers

who form good relationships with their wholesaler usually get the best service both in

terms of price and attention. The tips below may help you find a good wholesaler.

If practical, visit the wholesaler at their place of business so that you both

understand how the other operates and what you need from each other.

Ask other growers and buyers about their experiences in dealing with the wholesaler.

Ask the wholesaler whether they know about the Retail Grocery Industry Code of

Conduct (see below) or if they have any memberships or accreditation that requires

performance with particular standards.

If you don’t live close by, ask them if they participate in a credit scheme, or electronic

trading system.

If the person claims to be acting on behalf of another buyer, check their authority with the

buyer.

Ask how they handle complaints if a disagreement arises.
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Collective bargaining

Voluntary codes of conduct may be an option

Form good relationships
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Get agreements in writing

If the agreement is verbal

If something goes wrong

When you form agreements, do so in writing. Make sure

both you and the wholesaler have the same understanding

of the terms of the agreement. It should include:

the basis on which the wholesaler is acting (buying

produce outright or selling on commission);

whether the price quoted is a reported price or the

actual sell price;

fees, commissions etc. that will be deducted from the sell

price;

specifications of produce (size, shape, colour etc.);

any variables that are likely to influence the sale or final

price; and

what your options are if the sale does not proceed or in

the event that the produce is returned.

A buyer or wholesaler may only make the agreement based

on a handshake. If so:

make sure that other people are present when the

details are negotiated;

ask as many questions as possible and repeat your

understanding of the agreement back to the buyer or

wholesaler; and

record your understanding of the agreement and even

forward it to the buyer or wholesaler as soon as possible.

Next time you might choose not to do business with

someone who is reluctant to confirm the details of an

agreement in writing.

The Retail Grocery Industry Code of Conduct is a voluntary

code that is designed to promote fairness and open

communication in vertical relationships in the fresh produce

sector. It provides a non-legalistic dispute resolution service

that anyone can access. In particular it provides guidelines on

conduct in relation to:

produce standards and specifications;

contracts;

labelling, packaging and preparation; and

notification of acquisitions.

The Retail Grocery Industry Ombudsman mediates disputes

under the code. If you would like to find out more about the

code or the Ombudsman scheme see the website at

<http://www.mediate.com.au/rgio/ombudsman.htm> or call

1800 004 444 (free call).
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Commissioner for
small business

John Martin is the ACCC

Commissioner for small business.

He came to the organisation in

1999 with a wealth of

experience, having been executive director of the

Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry.

Commissioner Martin has been committed to

resolving the concerns of small business, especially

in the regions and the bush, where access to

information and advice is much more limited. He

energetically promotes the concept (and the reality)

that a good understanding and commitment to fair

trading benefits a business' performance, both

ethically and economically. Commissioner Martin's

appointment with the ACCC is until 2004.


